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1. Introduction
1.1 What is this for?
This activity plan forms part of the Harvey’s Foundry Trust’s (The Trust) Round 2 bid
submission to the Heritage Lottery Fund Grant ‘Heritage Enterprise’ for our project
called Phase 3.
Phase 3 is a heritage led regeneration project that will renovate two listed buildings on
the Harvey’s Foundry site in Hayle, West Cornwall transforming them into office units.
To coincide with the building programme we are running a programme of heritage
activities to engage with the community, this plan sets out everything we want Phase 3
to achieve that engages people.

1.2 Who has been involved?
The heritage activities have been developed by the Heritage Centre group (a sub group
of the Trust) and will be channelled through Hayle heritage centre. This group is made
up of staff, trustees and volunteers who undertake the day to day management of the
centre and develop its heritage activities.
We have held a number of workshops with the group to develop the activities; the
group have also been responsible for the procurement of external services and
consultants for some of the activities.
A draft of this document has been circulated among all staff, volunteers and trustees it
has also been presented to the full trust board for discussion and sign off.
We have also worked with external stakeholders such as Princes Regeneration Trust in
developing the plan and taken advice from Cornwall Council Museum Development
Officers.

2. Harvey’s Foundry Trust
2.1 The Trust
The Trust is a grassroots community organisation whose aim is the protection and
promotion of Hayle's heritage; our core values are conservation, education and
regeneration.
Working in partnership with the local authority the Trust’s main focus has been on the
securing and re-development of a two hectare site called Harvey’s Foundry, undertaking
a regeneration scheme on this derelict but historically important site. Harvey’s Foundry
provides an opportunity not only to promote the history of the area, encourage business
growth and employment creation, address the physical dereliction the site, but also to
act as one of the catalysts for change in this deprived area.
“To create a vibrant, viable destination for residents and visitors that uses heritage as
the focus for a range of uses and contributes to the regeneration of Hayle”
A master plan was prepared in 1996 and updated in 2002; and the scheme has been
undertaken in a phased approach. With phases 1 and 2 now complete two listed
buildings have been redeveloped to create office and workspace (John Harvey House
and Foundry Farm) and a stylish new build (Dowren House) has been built.
In total we provide over 8,000 sq ft. of office space, 13 workshops for creative industry
based business and 3 live/work units (which were the first of their kind in West
Cornwall). We have been highly successful; there are 40 business based on our site with
over 100 high quality jobs being created in ICT, marketing, graphic/digital design and
the creative and cultural industries. The scheme has won a Civic Trust award and
commendation from RIBA and is held as an exemplar project by the Prince's
Regeneration Trust on how to use historic buildings in effective regeneration.
We pursue our education values through events and exhibitions, and in 2007 we
undertook the renovation of a Grade II listed Brewery Office in the town which now
houses a community archive centre; we also ran a two year Oral History Project which
attracted 20 new volunteers and had 500 visitors attend its final exhibition event. In
August 2013 we opened a Heritage Centre that has attracted over 1000 people, the
centre acts as the cultural anchor for the site and town.

2.2 Our mission
To preserve and promote the heritage and history of Hayle and the surrounding areas.

2.3 What do we want the heritage centre to achieve?


We want to create a welcoming research centre.



Build and preserve a collection of artefacts, material and information that relates
to the history of Hayle and its surrounding areas.



Act as a hub for historical education and learning in the town.



Give the residents of Hayle a sense of pride in their town.



Publicise Hayle’s international importance.

2.4 The Trust’s operation
The Trust was established to promote and protect Hayle's heritage by renovating
redundant listed buildings, bringing them back into economic use and thus safeguarding
their future and ensuring that the heritage of the town is preserved. The income
generated from this activity means that the Trust is not reliant on grants for is core
running costs and most importantly, enables the Trust to undertake our educational
mission to enhance people's enjoyment and understanding of the Hayle's heritage.
The Trust is a registered charity, led by a board of 15 trustees they are the accountable
body for the charity and take long term strategic view and decisions. They are
supported by two staff: a development manager and a finance and contracts officer; we
also have 19 regular volunteers.
The Trust has a number of permanent sub groups who manage certain areas of the
Trust responsibilities these are; archive group, heritage centre group and the
management committee.
We also create task and finish subgroups who consider single issue items we are
currently running a project team to undertake Phase 3. The groups tend to meet every
month and are given delegated authority from the board of Trustees and they report
back to the Trust board at quarterly meetings.

2.5 Historical significance
The entire Foundry complex is within the Cornish Mining World Heritage Site (WHS),
and within a Conservation Area. Harvey's Foundry is renowned for its contribution to
major engineering projects of the 19th century. The company also built ships, exported
plant, equipment and beam engines to many parts of the world. Now a gateway to the
Cornish Mining World Heritage Site These features form part of the Outstanding
Universal Value, or international significance, of the World Heritage Site
During the 19th century it became the most important foundry in the world for making
Cornish engines and Cornish boilers, and had many overseas sales offices. The great
Cornish engineers and engine designers Richard Trevithick, Arthur Woolf and William
West all provided expertise to Harvey’s Foundry which was unmatched by other
foundries. Harvey’s made the largest steam pumping engine ever built, the Cruquius
steam engine in Holland.

2.6 The project
This project focuses on the Pattern Shop and the Plantation Stores, and the few remains
of the Cart Shed alongside the Pattern Shop. These features form part of the Outstanding
Universal Value, or international significance, of the World Heritage Site, their Grade II
Listing, however, does not adequately reflect their international importance; and the
only comparable survival of such buildings within the WHS is at Perran Foundry.
UNESCO inscribed the Cornish Mining WHS for the transformation of the landscape
which occurred through
‘…early industrial development that made a key contribution to the evolution of an
industrial economy and society… throughout the world’;
The Outstanding Universal Value statement for the WHS summarises that Hayle is ‘the
most important 19th century mining port and steam engine manufacturing centre in the
world.’
Unfortunately much of the fabric of the history of the town has been lost and due to the
decline of the town few visitors and residents particularly younger people appreciate
the importance of their town.
This project will rescue and preserve two buildings that form a part of Hayle’s rich
industrial heritage taking two buildings off English Heritage at risk register and
providing a chance for residents and visitors to explore the history of the town.

2.7 Community engagement
The Trust is a community organisation; we were formed by Hayle residents and
continue to be run by its residents. We believe that community engagement is vital to
the success of this project and of the Trust.
Hayle is a town that has undergone radical changes, from a small fishing settlement to a
bustling industrial powerhouse, to decades of decline after the foundries and shipping
industry collapsed with high unemployment, no job prospects, a decaying town centre
and a high crime rate. But it is now pulling itself out of that decline. There is a renewed
vigour and excitement in the town and over the next ten years it is going to be
undergoing radical changes again.
A £250 million harbour scheme is being developed by ING. This scheme will transform
Hayle’s harbour front creating a marina, shops, restaurants, cafe and marine renewable
park with an additional 1000 new homes.
While as a Trust we welcome the regeneration of the town we are conscious that
Hayle’s shape and structure will be changing again. We not only want to protect Hayle’s

vital history but also through its promotion enable its residents to develop a strong
cultural identity.
We believe that through participation in cultural activities, events and creative projects
this will enable Hayle’s residents and visitors to explore its past and future and thus
help the local community and visitors get a strong feeling of Hayle’s cultural identify and
sense of place.
Throughout the development of this project we have consulted with stakeholders and
residents through open days, consultation events, visitor book in the centre, a visitor
survey, meetings and workshops.

2.8 Forward strategy
The Trust has a forward strategy for the centre (running from 2014-2016), this
document looks at what services we are offering to our audience, outlines our aims and
creates a financial and resource framework to show how we can achieve those aims.
This activity plan links into that strategy and works to deliver some of the aims of
centre. The key aims taken from the forward strategy that this project will contribute towards
are:

Aim 3. To create a sustainable and resilient heritage facility
Aim 4. Increase participation in knowledge of Hayle’s important history.
Aim 5. Provide Hayle with a community focus and give the Harvey’s Foundry site a
centre for Hayle’s history.
See appendix 1 for the forward strategy

2.9 Links to other organisations
It is important for the Trust to link with other heritage organisations as this allows us to
share knowledge, experience and learn best practice when it come to all elements of
running a heritage centre, managing collections and engaging with audiences and
communities.
These groups below also offer advice support and training for both staff and volunteers
and have consulted with on an informal basis during the development of this Activity
Plan.
2.9.1 Cornish Mining Attractions Marketing Association (CMAMA)

CMAMA is a marketing association which provides valuable skills sharing opportunities
for its member organisations and a central point of contact for partner organisations. It
supports Cornwall and West Devon’s mining heritage attractions to raise their profile
and helps them to attract more visitors.

2.9.2 South West Federation of Museums and Art Galleries (SW Fed)

The SW Fed is a voluntary subscription based organisation, representing the museum
sector and art galleries in the South West of England.
The SW Fed has a number of aims:
-

Represent and support the museums and galleries of the South West, along with
their workers and supporters.

-

Provide resources and coordinate training for staff and volunteers within the
heritage sector.

-

Promote the value and benefits of the South West’s museums and art galleries,
especially to stakeholders and funders.

-

Provide the mechanism for exchanging information, encouraging each other and
using co-operation and partnerships to further all our work.

2.9.3Cornwall Museum Group (CMG)

The Cornwall Museum Group exists to represent museum workers and historic
collections of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, to support and encourage them in their
endeavours to reach and maintain the highest standards of museum practice.
Aims:
- To encourage liaison with and support from statutory authorities and to lobby
relevant people and organisations.
- To develop a historic collections strategy for Cornwall and reflect local, regional,
national and international policy and agendas.
- To seek and secure funding for all types of museums and historic collections work
within Cornwall to help us implement our strategy.
- To publicise and promote the member museums and their activities.
- To promote improvements in standards of collections care and access to collections.
- To facilitate networking and encourage cooperation among members and provide
practical support by members for members.
- To provide training through workshops, seminars and presentations or to co-ordinate
the provision of useful information.
2.9.4 Cornwall Council Museum Development Officer mentoring

The Trust is taking part in a mentoring scheme with a museum development officer
from Cornwall Council; the mentor is principally helping the Trust work towards

accreditation for the centre. The accreditation is the UK standard for museum and
galleries; it defines good practice and identifies agreed standards.
The process will take about a year to complete, we are currently reviewing our policies
and procedures looking at how we manage out collections, operate and the experience
of our users (this includes considering community engagement) and the mentor can
also assist the trust in developing training for its staff and volunteers.

2.10 Changes to the Round 1 bid submission
2.10.1The Round 1 bid submission

The bid submission outlined a range of learning and engagement activities to
compliment and coincide with the capital build.
Learning:
- Volunteers to carry out research on the buildings that will be used to create an
exhibition in the Heritage Centre and accompanying learning resources for primary and
secondary schools.
-Volunteers to work with Hayle Oral History Project to collate and edit the recordings
that mention the site and they will look to record new memories that will be used as
part of the exhibition.
-Tour and lecture on working conditions at Harvey's Foundry to be given by a local
historian who worked at the Foundry.
-Investigate creating a free heritage App, providing a guided tour of the site.
-Create leaflets containing maps/walks to encourage people to explore Harvey's
Foundry site.
Public engagement
-Run 'Hard Hat Days' for Friends of Harvey's Foundry and the community to engage
people with the building conservation work.
-Free family workshops on pattern making, using and following traditional pattern
making techniques that would have been used at Harvey's.
-Undertake an appeal for people to 'donate' their memories of the site via an online
portal that we will create.
-Performance by a renowned local story teller at the opening of the exhibition of stories
written specifically for Hayle.
2.10.2 Changes

The development of this project has resulted in a number of changes since our Round 1
bid submission;
2.10.2.1 Wayfaring signage around the site

As part of the development of this project we have updated the Conservation
Management Plan (CMP) for the site and it has identified an issue with accessibility.
“The site does not appear accessible.... Navigation of the site is not intuitive partly
because historically the development of the site was phased, partly because the changes

in the 20th century have reduced the integrity of the site and partly because of the level
changes.
There is little signage to direct people around the site...”
The CMP identifies an opportunity to address this issue
“...signage could be developed that would guide visitors around the site with minimal
impact on the setting of the historic buildings.”
We are proposing to install 10 wayfaring signs at key points around the site, these will
be linked to a Smartphone App, children’s trial and paper map enabling people to
navigate the site more easily whilst learning about Hayle’s history.
2.10.2.2 Develop more activities for children and schools provision

From our audience development work it is clear that we need to increase our offer for
families and our education and schools outreach work. Whilst developing the activities
for this project we have taken this issue into consideration, see section 3.5 of this
document for the activities proposed.
2.10.2.3 Employ Learning and Outreach officer

In order to effectively deliver the Activity Plan we will need to employ Learning and
Outreach officer this will be a part time (3 days per week), 2 year contract. The role will
principally involve assisting the development manager of the Trust to ensure that the
Activity Plan is delivered in full and to the agreed programme and budget; the role will
also involve creating a learning and education strategy for the Trust and developing
children’s provision. (A full job description can be found in appendix 2).

2.11 Our audiences
2.11.1Summary of recent audience development work

We have looked at our current audience and identified future audiences, in order to do
this we have looked at a range of sources;
1- Hayle heritage centre visitor survey (June – September 2014).
We have been capturing information from visitors as to what they liked or did not like
about the centre and to find out who our audiences are. We have asked visitors to fill
out a simple questionnaire and our steward volunteers who have been dealing with the
public have also been talking to visitors to get snapshots of what people think (See
appendix 3 for information from our visitor survey).

2- Cornwall Visitor Survey 2013 by Visit Cornwall.
Visit Cornwall commissioned Beaufort Research to conduct the Cornwall Visitor Survey
for 2012. The survey repeated and built on research conducted in previous years in the
county. The research assists Visit Cornwall in its understanding of visitor’s expectations,

experiences and needs in the region and helps them in their work with other tourism
organisations in delivering a targeted tourism product.
3-Cornish Mining World Heritage Site (WHS) Discover the Extraordinary Project
evaluation summary 2014.
This £3.4 million project used a RDPE grant and was delivered through the WHS team to
address the need for an integrated approach to tourism product improvement, business
engagement and promotion within the WHS.
The project began in January 2010. Over £1m was invested in improving the facilities at
11 partner mining visitor attractions as well as improving interpretation of the wider
landscape to help visitors understand the story of Cornish mining. The Project also
invested money into building new relationships across the tourism sector and
promotion of the Cornish Mining World Heritage Site as a tourism destination.
2.11.2 Key findings:

-

-

-

-

There is a demand for heritage and cultural based activities in Hayle.
Since opening in August 2013 we have had over 800 people visit the centre.
63.2% of our visitors found the centre by walking past and seeing the signs
outside.
43 % of visitors came to the centre to learn something.
When asked what improvements we could make the majority of visitors stated
we could make it bigger, have more historic photographs, better advertising and
more things for children to do.
In the summer months the rise of age-ranges 35-54 indicates the predominance
of families during the school holidays: they account for 47% of visitors during
the summer compared to 36% of visitors during the spring and 37% of visitors
during the autumn/winter (Cornwall visitor survey 2013 for Visit Cornwall).
The results show that the profile of visitors to Cornwall is heavily skewed
towards the upper social grades: that is ABC, and the majority are classed as
‘Older independents’ (Cornwall visitor survey 2013 for Visit Cornwall).
Heritage/ historic sites/ properties are mentioned by a greater proportion of
visitors in West Cornwall (20%) and visitors on a first time trip to Cornwall nearly
half (46%) intend to visit a heritage historic site/ property (Cornwall visitor survey
2013 for Visit Cornwall).

-

-

-

Around 15% (of a market of 4 million + visitors p.a.) now report the WHS mining
landscape as one of their motivations to visit. This is equivalent to 600,000+
visitors to the area (WHS DTE- Project evaluation summary 2014.)
Since 2007 we have run three guided tours for primary schools.
Since the centre has been opened we have run 4 family workshops which have
attracted 32 people.

2.11.3 Comments

“More visual aids and
activities for children”

“Interesting and
informative”

“More displays are
needed, more
activities for children”
“Keep up the good
work”

“Very educational”

2.11.4 Potential audiences for the project.

Through our research we have also identified audiences who we are not currently
attracting:
- We do not attract a lot of young families or young people we only engage with
them on specific projects or workshops which are well attended but day to
day we do not get them walking into the centre.
-

We do not provide enough outreach and educational activity for schools.

2.11.5 Lessons learnt

-

We need to provide family friendly activities and activities that will appeal to
younger people.

-

We need to link into schools and create an effective outreach programme.

-

The main barrier for our audiences is communication; people do not know
the activities and exhibitions we put on. We need to ensure that we have
money in the budget for marketing and a website update.

-

Exhibition programmes need to be catered round the year to suit visitor
patterns and school terms; summer months would have more popularist
exhibitors to attract tourist and families; spring/ autumn would have more
cultural /nature based exhibitions.

-

There is a demand for cultural activities particularly relating to the Mining
World Heritage Site we need to tap into that market.

This activity plan aims to address all those gaps and issues

2.12 Activities – our heritage offer now
We opened Hayle Heritage Centre in August 2013; the centre is based in the Grade 2*
listed building John Harvey House and forms one of the key aims of the Trust and has
been a long held community desire.
The centre has a core exhibition that provides a brief overview of the history of Hayle,
based on thematic elements of;
1234-

Harbour
Railways
Copperhouse Foundry
Harvey’s Foundry

The centre also has an interactive map of the world showing Hayle’s global reach, oral
history recordings, some photos, and a map table showing walks, old maps of Hayle and
a few pamphlets.
It also has a multi function room which we use for temporary events, exhibitions,
lectures, workshops and meetings.
2.12.1Mechanisms for engagement


Visitors to the heritage centre
2014 saw over 800 people visit the heritage centre between April and
September, the centre is open 3 days a week from 11- 4.



People taking place in workshops.
We run free workshops that are focused on attracting families into the centre.
This season we have run two family days at the centre; at Easter when the centre
opened we ran a family vintage Easter crafts day and when our temporary
summer exhibition opened (Which focused on Hayle and the First World War)
we ran a family day that involved poppy and medal making workshops. In total
we attracted 26 families.



Temporary exhibitions
We have run a rolling programme of exhibitions and events to give us repeat
visits to the centre and enable us to explore and provide more detailed
exhibitions of the town’s history.
With 2014 being the centenary of the First World War we ran a yearlong
community project that looked at Hayle during the war, this project culminated
in a summer exhibition that explored the impact the war had on the town.
We gained 7 new volunteers, worked with a wide range of groups through the
town such a Hayle Royal British Legion and engaged with 40 Brownies who came
to a creative workshop to make animations based on the stories that had been
unearthed.
The exhibition has been really well received and had over 400 visitors come to
see it.



Guided tours/ lectures.
We have run 2 guided walks that give an overview of the history of the town. We
ran one at Easter another in summer in total we had 44 people attend our tours.



Heritage bike rides.
Last summer we tested the idea of a heritage bike ride around the town, we had
10 participants and it was well received but due to a large amount of
development and building work occurring in the town this year it was deemed
too unsafe to go ahead once the development has taken place we are hoping to
resume the bike rides.



Working in partnership with other community groups in the town – Hayle
British Legion, Hayle Rotary Club, Bodriggy Surgery group, Hayle brownies,
Scouts, Hayle film club.



Books for sale.



Social media and through our and other peoples websites for e.g. Museums in
Cornwall.



Regular articles in Hayle Pump a free local newspaper (2,500 circulation).



Hayle Oral History project.
This was a highly successful two year oral history project that attracted 20 new
volunteers, interviewed people in town, created a great book and saw over 500
people attend its final exhibition. The information collected has formed part of
our permanent collection and some of the volunteers have stayed on and are still
conducting interviews.



Hayle Community Archive.
A subgroup of Harvey's Foundry Trust, the archive is working in partnership
with Cornwall County Council (CCC) Records Office to collate and cataloguing
this material.
This material ranges from photographs, plans for engines, telegrams, newspaper
clippings, maps, ledges, reference books, log books and the collection provides
valuable insight, not only into industrial history but also the history of Hayle
itself.
The archive is run by 7 volunteers and is open to the public two days per week, it
has also started an online digitisation programme of its photos and its website
has had over 11,000 hits.

3. The project
As outlined in section 2.5 this project will see the conservation and adaptation of two
derelict Grade II buildings creating 18 office units and 83 new jobs. Running in parallel a
number of community engagement and learning activities will also be taking place
enabling visitors and residents explore the history of the site.

3.1 Aims
-

Create attractive, efficient and flexible office units to encourage local business
growth.
Generate local employment through expanded business.
Preservation of the natural, historical and architectural heritage of the area.
Create a safe, attractive and popular space for tenants and the local community.
Use the project as an opportunity for learning by the community and visitors to
the town.

This project provides us with a great opportunity to get local people and visitors to the
town learning about the history of the site, we know there is a demand for heritage
activities in the town, our recently opened up a heritage and cultural centre had over
300 people attended the opening weekend, this season we have seen 800 visitors in
total, we have attracted12 new volunteers and have over 200 people signed up to our
mailing list.
Through this project we are aiming to reach a wider and bigger number of audiences.

3.2 Organisational fit
The activities outlined in section 3.5 fit with the Trusts mission and the objectives of the
heritage centre.
“To preserve and promote the heritage and history of Hayle and the surrounding areas.”
3.2.1 Objectives of the heritage centre

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Increase participation and knowledge of history
Provide Hayle with a community focus
Give the Harvey’s Foundry site a cultural anchor
Hold a wide range of exhibitions and activities
Enable education and learning
Increase tourism and visitor numbers to Hayle
Provide the residents of Hayle with a sense of place

3.2.2 Forward strategy

As stated in section 2.7 the key aims taken from the forward strategy that this project
will contribute towards are;

Aim 3. To create a sustainable and resilient heritage facility
Aim 4. Increase participation in knowledge of Hayle’s important history.
Aim 5. Provide Hayle with a community focus and give the Harvey’s Foundry site a
centre for Hayle’s history. (For a copy of strategy see appendix 1).

3.3 Project delivery
3.3.1 Harvey’s Foundry Trust

The Trust Board is the accountable body for the project. They meet quarterly and will
receive reports and recommendations from Laura Christon, development manager. The
Board will be responsible for making key decisions and agreeing any significance
changes to the project. The Board will be required to sign off each Stage of the project’s
development and delivery.
3.3.2 Heritage Group

The Trust has a subcommittee called the Heritage Group they are responsible for the
development and implementation of the Trust's heritage activities they will oversee the
heritage activities for this project and all activities will be channelled through the
heritage centre.
The heritage group have been given delegated powers by the Trust board to take the
project forward and make day to day decisions. They will also been responsible for
procurement of contracts and services during its development.
The heritage group consists of:
Barbara Bromley - Trustee
Stella Thomas – Trustee
Eileen Palmer – Volunteer representative
Laura Christon - Development Manager,
Alison Hanlon – Trusts Finance and Contracts Officer
Learning and Outreach Officer – TBC
3.3.2.1 Key tasks of the group

-

Procurement and management of external contractors
Reporting progress and recommendations to the board
Overseeing the activities
Ensuring project time scales are adhered to
Problem solving
Ensuring the budget is adhered to

3.3.3 Learning and outreach officer

A new 2 year fixed term part time (equivalent of 3 days per week) post will be created
to deliver the activity plan. The role will focus on assisting the development manager to
ensure that the Activity Plan is delivered in full and to the agreed programme and
budget.

This person will be in post from March 2015 to January 2017, they will be appointed by
the Trust who will advertise the role in local press, on our website, and other groups the
Trust works with such as such as the Cornwall Museums Group.
The role will be awarded following an open clear process, of application form and
interview .The interview panel will include the development manager, Trustee
representatives and a museum support officer from Cornwall Council.
3.3.3.1Key tasks














To develop relationships with local communities in Hayle and the surrounding
parishes,
To develop relationships with the local schools and youth groups,
To recruit and manage in partnership with the Development Manger new volunteers
and manage current volunteers to work on developing the content for the exhibition,
To work with the design team, development manager and heritage group to develop
and deliver a new exhibition,
To commission a Smartphone app for the site,
To develop children’s activities in the centre in particular a children’s trial around
the site,
Working with a design team, development manager, heritage group and volunteers
to develop a map for the site,
To develop a learning and education strategy,
To attend monthly Project Team meetings,
To update the Trusts volunteer strategy,
To oversee the opening of the heritage centre to the public on open days and events,
including recruiting, training and inducting volunteers to steward the centre
To prepare reports to the HLF and other stakeholders;

For full job description and the Trust’s organisational chart see appendix 2 and 4

3.4 Audiences
Through this project we want to reach our existing audiences but it is clear that we need
to develop new audiences, we will be targeting
-

General public
Schools
Residents
Families

Our activities have been developed to target some of these audiences:
-

The learning and outreach worker will build on and expand the relationship’s the
Trust has developed with the local schools some of this work will include
developing the learning packs with the schools and working with teaches to
draw up a education strategy for the centre,

-

The learning and outreach worker will also develop children provision,
Workshops and guided tours will be marketed directly to residents to engage
them with the centre,
Hard hat days will be marketed directly at residents and friends of Harvey’s
Foundry Trust,
The appeal will be marketed directly at residents,
Ensure that we have sufficient budget to undertake an effective marketing
campaign to increase our exposure.

3.5 The activities
Our learning and heritage activities for this project will be channelled through the
heritage centre; we will deliver a wide range of activities:
3.5.1 Hard hat days for our Friends of Harvey's Foundry and members of the public.

During the renovation of the building we will hold 2 days of hard hat tours (dates to be
agreed with the contractor) these will enable the general public to see conservation
work as it is taking place.
The tours will be run by 4 volunteers who will undergo a training session with the site
manager and project manager. The tours will have a limited number of people on them
(To be agreed with the contractor) and will take place in time slots allocated throughout
the two days.
We are aiming for 72 people on 12 tours.
3.5.2 Volunteer researches undertake a research project.

4 volunteers will undertake a research project investigating and collating information
relating to the history of the site, the Harvey family, its engineering excellence and
legacy.
Over 6 months the researches will pull together the information from a variety of
sources; material held in the Cornish Studies Library, Truro Record Office, other
museums and centres, books and other research and the archive material and artefacts
that have been donated to the Trust.
This research will form a new body of material that will be available for general public
to use. Copies of the research will be made available through the heritage centre, at
Hayle Community Archive, the Cornish Studies Library and also online via our website.
The research will also be used to provide the content for a new permanent exhibition in
the heritage centre.
3.5.3 A new permanent exhibition to be created

A new exhibition will be developed and delivered that looks in detail at the history of
the Harvey’s Foundry site, the Harvey family and its engineering excellence. Using the

research as the content we will work in partnership with a design company to develop,
design and install the new exhibition.
The aim is to translate the story of Harvey’s Foundry into an engaging visitor
experience. Initially the designer and the heritage sub group will take part in a number
of workshop sessions to develop the style and key message’s we want to give to our
audience.
From that point we will then develop the exhibition to be opened in summer 2016, to
coincide with the buildings being rebuilt and ready to open in the autumn of that same
year.
An important element of the work will include undertaking an effective marketing
campaign, improving our website and creating supporting printed material.
Volunteers will be involved in this element of the project in a number of ways; the
volunteer researches will take part in the workshop sessions when discussing the
content and material for the exhibition, the Heritage sub group will oversee and be
directly involved with developing the exhibition and the board of trustees will have final
approval and sign off on the exhibition.
We are aiming to attract 400 people to the launch and 1600 visitors to the new
exhibition in Summer 2016.
3.5.4 Hayle Oral History project (HOHP) recordings.

HOHP was a two year project that trained volunteers to undertake interviews recording
the oral history of the residents of Hayle, the project was a huge success and we have
continued to run it (in a reduced capacity) with some of the volunteers who have stayed
on, totalling 3 volunteers.
There already are a few oral histories recorded that relate to Harvey’s Foundry, these
will be collated and sent to an editor to create sound bites that will be used in the new
exhibition. In addition we want to collect more; we will run a memory session with
Hayle Day Care Centre, and coincide it with an appeal for memories about the site.
The volunteers will then record the new interviews and the new recordings will be
edited into sound bites to use as part of the exhibition; the new interviews will form
part of the permanent oral history collection.
We are aiming to record 10 new interviews.
3.5.5 Learning packs for schools.

The research collected by volunteers will be used to create learning packs for primary
and secondary schools, these packs will be sent to all five local primary schools and the
secondary school. They will also be made available to other schools through our website
and through the centre.

Designers will work in partnership with the learning & outreach officer (who will be
developing the Trust’s learning and education strategy) and the heritage sub group to
create the packs.
There will be two versions of the packs one aimed at primary school children and
another aimed at secondary school children.
Some of the information will then go online for teachers to use and we will advertise
and promote our packs to try and reach wider schools audience.
3.5.6 Run an appeal to people for information about Harvey’s.

In addition to information collected by HOHP volunteers we also want to run a wider
appeal for memories and stories about the site, this appeal will be principally directed
at Hayle residents and diaspora, to gain a social history about the foundry and the
Harvey’s family.
We will collect the stories in a number of ways; a volunteer will create an online portal
onto which people can upload their memories and stories and in the centre itself we will
create a memory bank.
We are aiming to reach 20 people via the website and 30 people through the centre.
3.5.7 Wayfaring signs installed around the site.

In order to enable people to explore the site we will install 10 wayfaring signs, these will
be linked to a printed guided tour and children trail. The children’s trail will involve
brass rubbing and when they collect all the rubbings they can get a prize in the centre.
Volunteers will work with the design team to develop and test the routes, and provide
the content for the printed material.
The signs will be installed to coincide with the opening of the new exhibition in summer
of 2016.
3.5.8 Smartphone App.

A Smartphone App will be developed this will follow the same route as the printed maps
children’s trial and use the wayfaring signs.
We will use some of the sound bites collected to provide audio and use our volunteer
guides to tell parts of the story, this will give a multimedia tour of the site to bring the
history alive.
Volunteers will be involved in developing the App during workshop sessions,
developing content, providing the voice over’s and during the testing period.
The App will be free to down load in the centre and also from our website, it will launch
in summer 2016 to coincide with the opening of the new exhibition.

3.5.9 Guided tour and lecture by local historian.

During the summer 2016 as part of the launch for the new exhibition we will run one
day of 3 tours, each tour will have a maximum of 20 people on it, we are aiming to get
80 people in total on the tours.
The tours will also be an opportunity for volunteers to learn the tour and guiding skills
we hope that by shadowing the historian they will build the confidence to undertake
tours once the new exhibition has opened and the project finished.
3.5.10 New Learning and education strategy to be created.

This will be created by the learning and outreach officer once they are appointed they
will meet with local teaches and headmasters to create a strategy that is relevant and
will encourage schools to use our facilities and resources. The strategy will be adopted
and delivered by the Trust with support of volunteers.
We are aiming to have a number of sessions (6 in total) with local schools these will
inform the strategy.
3.5.11 Printing workshops

An external consultant will deliver 6 printmaking family friendly workshops exploring a
range of hands-on screen-printing skills and techniques. Visitors will be directed and
encouraged to create a series of prints reflecting the past history of Hayle. The final
pieces will be a range of colourful prints onto paper and postcard size card. Visitors will
make prints to take away and a series for the Foundry to display for the exhibition in
2016.
We will run 3 print workshops in the summer 2015 and then 3 summer 2016, aiming to
work with 144 people.
We will also run two workshops with after school groups to take part in creating the
visual outcomes for 3 banner designs. Each banner will tell a visual time line story about
the heritage through, prints, drawings and words. They will be screen-printed by hand
using a range of colours.
The banners will then be displayed in the entranceway to the new buildings.
3 volunteers will assist during the print making workshops.
3.5.13 Storytelling day

A renowned local story teller will spend a day at the heritage centre, telling story that he
has written specifically for Hayle, the site and the Harvey family.
2 volunteers will assist him during the day.
The stories are catered for people of all ages but aimed towards children and we will
aim to have 40 people attend the day.
All of our workshops and activities will be free of charge to encourage a wide
range of people to take part in them.

3.6 Measuring success and evaluation
This project will deliver a range of outputs and outcomes:
3.6.1 Outputs

-

1 new job created learning and education officer,

-

2 days of hard hat tours during construction with one training session for 4
volunteer stewards and 72 people taking part,

-

4 volunteer researches undertaking a 6 months research project resulting in a
new body of work,

-

1 new exhibition being created with a range of printed material and one website
update, attracting 400 people to its launch,

-

1,600 visitors to the centre in the 2016 season,

-

10 new HOHP recordings,

-

One memory session at Hayle Day Care Centre,

-

Learning packs for schools being created, five sent to the local primary schools
and one sent to the local secondary school, also the packs to go online,

-

1 appeal for memories to run, an online portal being created and a memory bank
being created in the centre attracting 20 stories via the website and 30 stories
via the centre,

-

10 new wayfaring signs installed around the site with a printed map and
children’s trail,

-

1 Smartphone being developed and launched,

-

3 guided tours attracting 80 people,

-

1 new learning and education strategy being created, this will include 6 meetings
with local school teaches,

-

6 family friendly print making workshops taking place, attracting 144 people,

-

2 print making workshops with after school groups creating 3 banners,

-

1 storytelling day attracting 40 people,

-

At least 17 volunteers in total engaged in the project.

3.6.2 Outcomes

-

People will have volunteered.

-

People will have learnt about their heritage.

-

People will have gained new skills.

-

People will have had fun.

-

People will have gained in confidence.

-

People will feel proud about their town’s history.

3.7 Evaluation
At the end of the project an evaluation report will be produced, it will compare the
baseline data of our expected outcomes against the achieved outcomes it will also
consider what we could have done better and be used to share our experience with
other groups and stakeholders.
The data will be collected at the beginning of the project (to use as a baseline), and then
at yearly intervals with feedback forms being used for each activity.
3.7.1 Methods:

-

Data collection
Numbers of people attending workshops, exhibitions, numbers of new
volunteers, number of training opportunities, and changes in visitor numbers.

-

Surveys
New volunteers, volunteers, consultants and participants in events.

-

Digital output
Number of downloads of app, number of visitors to websites, number of people
contributing to online portal.

-

Give questionnaires to trustees, staff and volunteers

-

Feedback sessions – one to one chats about the project how they think it has this
can be undertaken with volunteers, staff, external consultants and board
members.

-

Children feedback – devise a simple system using smiley faces for children to
feed back after their participation in workshops.

-

Visitor book- this enables people to have a more informal method of feedback.

We will principally share the evaluation with the project funders but we will also share
with the groups we work alongside with; CMMAMA, CMG and SW Fed and it will be
available on line through our website.

3.8 Longer-term benefits
We will continue much of the work after the project has completed:
-

The exhibition will be a new permanent exhibition at the heritage centre,
The Smartphone App will be form part of the centres visitor experience and its
maintenance will be undertaken by the centre,
The map, children’s trail and booklet will be re-printed by the Trust as and when
it is needed,
The research and stories and information collected via the appeal will go in to
the Trust collection,
The wayfaring signs will be maintained by the Trust,
The new oral history recordings will go into the oral history archive,
The learning and outreach officer will write a strategy that the Trust can then
carry forward.

3.9 Benefits to the Trust
This project has a wide range of benefits to the Trust:
-

Enable the Trust to expand our visitor offer,
Enable us to take on more volunteers,
Enable us to reach visitors that we currently are not reaching,
The Learning and Outreach worker will create an education and outreach strategy and
have created relationships that the Trust can build on,

3.10 Procurement
The procurement of all services and external consultants will and have been procured
following the Trusts procurement policy which is summarised:
Value of purchase £

Action required

1,000 and under

Minimum of 1 quote.

1,001 – 5,000

Minimum of 2 written quotes

5,001 – 14,999

Minimum of 3 written quotes

15,000 and above

Formal tender required

3.11 Volunteer contribution

Volunteers will be invaluable to this project and delivering the activities, please see
table below for detailed information on volunteer hours and contribution.
Activity
Heritage sub group
Research project

New exhibition –

Oral history archive
recordings

Online portal
Guided tours
Print workshops
Storytelling day
Smartphone App

Hours per
volunteer
3 hours each month
for 24 months = 72
6 hours each week,
24 hours each
month over six
months = 144
6 hours of
workshops for
handover of
research.
Meetings of sub
group to agree
exhibition 8 hours.
Trust special
meeting to sign off
design 3 hours.

Number of
volunteers
3

Total

4

576

4

24

3

24

15

45

Session at Hayle
Day Care 7 hours.
Reviewing current
recordings, 6 hours.
Interviews – each
interview takes
aprox 4 hours.
Workshop to decide
which sound bites
to use, 3 hours.

3

21

3

18

3

12

3

9

21 hours to develop
portal
7 hours
42 hours for all 6
sessions
7 hours
Workshop session
with designers 4
hours.
Development of
route 6 hours.
Development
meetings with sub
group 5 hours.
Testing 3 hours.
Special meeting
with board 3 hours

1

21

1
3

7
126

2
3

14
12

3

18

6

30

3

9

15

45

216

Hard hat days

One volunteer
training session, 3
hours
Two days of tour
support – 12 hours
in total

TOTAL

4

12

4

48
1287

3.12.1 Volunteer opportunities

There is a wide range of volunteering opportunities for people in this project;
-

3 volunteers form part of the sub group that will be delivering the activity plan,
4 volunteer researches will undertake the research looking into the history of the
site and the Harvey family,
4 volunteers will steward the Hard Hat tours,
3 volunteers from the Hayle Oral History project will undertake interviews and go
through the recordings already made,
1 volunteer will create the online portal for the appeal, they will also be in the centre
where the appeal will be running and will help people fill out memory cards,
1 volunteer will undertake a guided tour of the site and an opportunity will be
provided for volunteers to buddy up and learn tour guiding skills,
3 volunteers will assist in the running of the print workshops,
2 volunteers will assist in the storytelling day,
3 volunteers will be involved in the development of the wayfaring signs and the
tours and Smartphone app.

3.12.2 Volunteer recruitment

We envision that some of the volunteers that the Trust already have will be interested
in taking part in this project but we will need to recruit new volunteers we will do this
through a variety of methods
-

Penwith Volunteer Bureau,
Do- it. org website,
Local free newspaper The Pump,
Online through our website, CMG website, facebook and other social media sites,
In the centre itself,
In the local newspapers The Cornishman and Western Morning News.

3.12.3 Volunteer management

Day to day the volunteers will be managed by the learning and education officer with
support from the development manager.
The learning and outreach officer will also update the Trust volunteer strategy.

3.12.4Volunteer training

We operate a peer to peer mentoring system for all our new volunteers but for specific
roles we also offer training in conservation techniques and cataloguing, IT skills and
research.

4. Action Plan
Activity:
detailed
description
1. Volunteer
research
project looking
at the history
of Harvey’s.

Audience

Benefits for
people

Outcome

Resources

Volunteers

Volunteers
learned
research
skills

People will
have learned
about
heritage

Volunteer:
144 hours
per
volunteer

People will
have
volunteered
time

Costs in
project
budget
Total: £300
£300
volunteer
expenses.

L&O officer:
75 hours
DM: 52
hours

Timetable

Recruit
volunteers –
2 months

Targets &
measures of
success
4 new volunteers
New body of
research collated

Method of
evaluation
Data collection new volunteers in
place

Research- 6
months

New body of
research

Collate
material- 2
months

Survey of
volunteers

People will
have gained
new skills
and
confidence
2. New
permanent
exhibition to
be created
based on the
research.
Led by the
Heritage
Centre sub
group made up

Visitors
and
residents
of Hayle

Volunteers
to learn
exhibition
development
skills, design
and display.
Visitors will
learn about
the heritage
of the site

People will
have learned
about
heritage

External
design
company:
30 days

People will
have
volunteered
time

Volunteers:
6 hours
each
volunteer

People will

HS group: 8

Total:
£37,000
£10,000
Exhibition
supply and
install

£16,000
design work

Workshop
session with
designers - 2
days
Creation of
temporary
exhibition- 4
months
Workshop

3 workshops with
volunteers held.
1 temporary
exhibition opened
Website updated
1 permanent
exhibition
developed and

Data collectionnumbers of
visitors to the
new exhibition
and museum
Surveys of
participants
Surveys taken
with Trustees,

of staff,
trustees and
volunteers.

have gained
skills
Enjoyment

Accompanying
printed
material to be
produced and
a website up
date

hours
Trustee
meeting to
sign off
design 3
hours each
trustee
L&O officer:
25 hours
DM: 19
hours

3. Oral history
archive
recordings to
be selected
and edited into
sound bites
(which will be
used as part of
the new
exhibition and
the

Visitors
Volunteers
Residents
the older
residents
of Hayle.

Hayle’s older
generation
being
connected
with and
made to feel
part of the
wider
project,
confidence
building.

Wider range
of people
engaged in
the project
People will
have
volunteered
time
Enjoyment

Volunteers:
20 each
volunteer
Editor: 7
hours
L& O
officer: 12
hours

(This covers
design work
for the
entire
project)
£5,000
marketing
costs (This
covers the
marketing
costs for the
entire
project)
£6,000
printing
costs (this
covers the
printing
costs for the
entire
project)
Total: £300
£250 editing
costs

session with
researches 1 day

opened attracting
400 people in its
opening.

staff and external
consultants

Development Printed material to
of exhibition accompany the
-5 months
booklet created
Installation1 month

Recruit
volunteers2 months
Contact old
volunteers- 1
week
Appeal for
memories- 9
months

1,600 visitors to the
cent

10 new interviews
recorded
1 session at the day
care centre

3 volunteers
undertake
interviews

Data collection new interviews
recorded,
numbers of
people listening
to the new
recordings
Survey of
participants and
volunteers

Smartphone
App). New
interviews
undertaken
and recordings
made, one
memory
session held at
Hayle Day Care
Centre

Volunteers
will be reengaged in a
project they
enjoyed,

People will
leant about
heritage

DM: 5
hours

Session at
Hayle Day
Care Centre1 full day
Reviewing
current
recordings1 month

New
volunteers
will learn
new skills

Editing: 1
day

4. Learning
and outreach
strategy
created

Young
people
from the
ages of 518

Trust will
have a long
term
strategy for
connecting
with schools.

Wider range
of people
will be
engaged

L&O officer:
58 hours

Meeting with
teaches –
1month

All 5 local primary
schools consulted

Local
teachers: 3
hours each

Secondary school
Development consulted
of strategy –
4 months
Strategy created

Surveys of
teaches as to the
effectiveness of
the strategy

5. Learning
packs created
for all five local
primaries and
the secondary
school. Packs
to follow the
new exhibition
topic and
themes, and
made available
on our website
for other
schools to use

6. Run an
appeal for
memoires of
local people
about the site-

Young
people
from 5-16

Schools will
benefit from
additional
information
to support
the
curriculum
Children will
get a chance
to learn
about the
history of
their town.

Sign off and
adoption by
Trust board
– 3 weeks

Learning
packs
created

Total:
External
design
Design costs
consultants: – covered in
22.5 hours
item 2

Young
people of the
town will be L&O
engaged
officer:35
hours

Printing
these costs
form part of
item 2.

DM: 10
hours
HS group:
3 hours
each group
member

Hayle
residents

Hayle’s
residents
engaged in
the project

Wider range
of people
will be
engaged

Trust broad
sign off: 3
hours each
trustee
L& O
officer: 15
hours
DM:8 hours

Liaising with
designers–
22.5 hours
Content
development
– 3 months
Proof
reading and
sign off – 1
week

5 primary school
learning packs
created and sent to
the schools

Surveys to
schools as to the
effectiveness of
the packs

One secondary
school learning
pack created and
sent to the school
Packs on website

Printing time
– 2 months

Free

Portal
creation: 4
weeks
Training for

One online portal
created
3 volunteers
trained in IT skills

Date collectionnumber so
visitors to the
site, number of
stories uploaded

these can be
collated either
online through
a specifically
made portal or
in the centre
and at the
exhibition on
at a memory
bank
Volunteers are
to edit and
create the
portal and
collate and
record the
memories
7. Guided tour
and lecture on
working
conditions in
the foundry
8. Hard hat
days for
Friends of
Harvey’s
Foundry and
local residents
so they can see
the building
being restored

New
historical
information
collected

Hayle
residents
and
visitors

Hayle
residents
and
visitors

Hayle’s
residents
engaged in
the project

Hayle’s
residents
engaged in
the project
Volunteers
will have
gained new
knowledge

Enjoyment
Volunteers
will have
gained new
skills

Enjoyment
People will
leant about
heritage
Enjoyment

volunteers: 1
full day

Volunteer:
21 hours

onto the system,
number of
memory cards
written

Appeal runs:
9 months

Survey of
participants
Survey of
volunteers

Volunteer
tour guide:
7.5 hours
L&O officer
:2 hours
Volunteers:
15 hours in
total

People will
have learnt
about
L& O
conservation officer: 5
techniques
hours
DM: 3
hours

Free

Guided tour:
two tours in
one 1 day

Two guided tours
have taken place
80 people taking
place

Total: £186
Hard hats
£186

One
volunteer
training
session: one
day
Guided
tours: Two
days of tours

Two hard hat days
have taken place
attracting 72
people
4 Volunteers have
undergone a
workshop to learn
about the
conservation
methods

Data collection –
number of people
on tours
Survey of
participants
Data collection –
number of people
on tours
Survey of
participants

9. Family
friendly
workshops in
print and
pattern
making, using
the themes of
Hayle’s history
as inspiration.

Hayle
residents,
visitors
particularly
aimed at
families

Hayle’s
residents
engaged in
the project

Session with
after school
groups in the
town to create
3 banners to
be put on
display in the
buildings using
the history of
the buildings
as inspiration.
10. Storytelling
day with
stories
specifically
written about
the town and
its history.

Children will
get a chance
to learn
about the
history of
their town.

Wider range
of people
will be
engaged
Enjoyment
Children
engaged in
the project

External
Total
consultants: :£1,500
Volunteers:
46 hours
for each
volunteer

£1,500
External
consultants

L&O officer:
5 hours

Summer
workshops2 months in
total

6 workshops held

After school
workshops
on – 4
months

144 people
attending
workshops

3 volunteer
stewards

Data collection –
number of people
taking part in
workshops
Survey of
participants and
external
consultants

3 new banners
created 30 children
taking part.

People will
have learnt
new skill
People will
have learnt
about
Hayle’s
history

Hayle
residents,
visitors
particularly
aimed at
children

Children will
get a chance
to learn
about the
history of
their town.

Hayle’s
residents
engaged in
the project

Enjoyment
Children
engaged in
the project
People will
have learnt
about their
heritage

Storyteller:
1 day
L& O
officer: 3
hours
Volunteers:
7 hours
each

Total £300

Meeting with
storyteller: 3
hours
Story telling
session: 1
day

One storytelling
session held
40 people attend
the day
2 volunteer
stewards taking
part

Data collection –
number of people
on tours
Survey of
participants and
external
consultants

11. Wayfaring
signs around
the site
supported by a
printed map of
the site
following the
signs.
Children’s
discovery map
to be created
family friendly
to encourage
families to
walk around
the site

Hayle
residents
and
visitors

Visitors will
learn about
the heritage
of the site

Children

Children
will get a
chance to
learn about
the history
of their
town.

Enjoyment
People will
have learnt
about their
heritage
Children
engaged in
the project
Volunteers
will have
gained new
skills

External
consultants:
40 days
(Some of
this time is
shared with
item 1.)
Volunteer
hours: 4
hours
L&O officer:
20 hours
DM: 13
hours

Total
£10,000
Sign
construction
and
installation
£10,000

Maps design
and printing
these costs
are part of
overall
printing
costs.

Volunteers
material
collection: 1
month

10 new wayfaring
signs installed
around the site

One new map
Development designed
: 6 months
One new children
Design: 3
trail designed
months
1000 copies of each
HS group
printed
sign off: 3
hours

Data collection
numbers of
people taking the
maps
Survey of
participants,
volunteers,
trustees and
external
consultants

Testing
period:
1month

HS: 3 hours
Trust board
sign off: 3
ours

Trust sign
off: 3 hours

12.Smartphone
App created
that gives an
informative
tour around
the site and
harbour using

Hayle
residents
and
visitors

Visitors will
learn about
the heritage
of the site

Young
people

Young
people will

Enjoyment
People will
have learnt
about their
heritage

External
consultants:
40 days
some of this
time is
shared with
other

Total £8,000
Smartphone
app creation
£8,000
Smartphone
app design

Content
collection: 4
months

One new
Smartphone App
developed

Data collection,
numbers of apps
downloaded,

Volunteer
guide
recording

3 volunteers
working on the
project gaining new

numbers of
volunteers taking
part in the project

spoken word,
images follows
the wayfaring
signs

explore the
site

Young
people
engaged in
the project
Volunteers
will have
gained new
skills

design
work in the
plan.
Volunteer
hours: 63
hours each
volunteer
L&O officer:
60 hours
DM: 20
hours

work is
shared with
other design
work in the
project.

trail: 1 day

skills

Design: 3
months

Successful testing
of App

HS group
sign off: 3
hours

App launched

Testing
period: 1
month

Survey of
participants,
volunteers,
trustees and
external
consultants

5. Activity Plan programme
Year
Activity

15
Jan

16
Feb

Mar

Learning & Education Officer
Recruitment
Interview
Position
runs

Volunteer research project
Recruit
volunteers
Research
period
Collate
material

New exhibition
Workshop
vision
session with
designers
Sign off from
trust board
Creation of
temporary
preexhibition
Workshop
session with
researches
Development
of new
exhibition

Apri
l

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

17
Feb

Mar

Apri
l

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Year
Activity

15
Jan

16
Feb

Sign off from
Trust board
Website
updating and
development
Exhibition
installation
Marketing
for opening
Opening

Oral history sound bites
Oral history
Recruit
volunteers
Appeal for
memories
runs
Session at
Hayle Day
Care Centre
Reviewing
current
recordings
Interviews
Editing

Appeal for memories
Creation of
on-line
portal
Appeal
launches
Appeal runs

Mar

Apri
l

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

17
Feb

Mar

Apri
l

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Year
Activity

15
Jan

16
Feb

Mar

Apri
l

May

Information
collated

Learning and Outreach strategy created
Meetings
with teaches
Developmen
t of strategy
Sign off by
board
Implementa
tion

Learning packs for schools
Liaising with
designers
Content
developmen
t
Proof
reading and
sign off
Printing

Family friendly workshops in print making
Advertising
Summer
Workshops
on
School/after
school
workshops
on

Wayfaring sign, map and children’s trail
Developmen
t
Design

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

17
Feb

Mar

Apri
l

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Activity

15

Launch

Jan

Testing
Board sign
off
Planning
Instillation
Printing
Launch

Smartphone App
Content
collection
Design
Testing
Launch

Guided tour
Tour

Hard hat days
To be
agreed with
contractor

Storytelling day
Day held

Evaluation

16
Feb

Mar

Apri
l

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

17
Feb

Mar

Apri
l

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

